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... ROVEMENT IN APPARATUS FOR SETTING AXLES OF WHEELS, 
----num-n-- {} 

Gye s ilyenle referre, to in ttes :etters latent a haki:g part of the Santt. 
TO WIIOM IT MAY CONCERN : 

IBe it known that I, SAMUEL WooDIULL, of Linden, in the county of Genesce, and State of Michigan, have 
invented a new and useful Improvement in an Apparatus for Obtaining the Pitch and Gather of Wagon-Axles; 
and I do declare that the following is a true and accurate description thereof, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings, and to thc letters of reference markod thereon, and being a part of this specification, 

Thc object of this invention is to construct an apparatus by which the pitch of the arm of an axle may be 
readily obtained, without the operator being obliged to make calculations which arc sometimes wrong, and pro 
ductive of great loss of time and labor. 1. " 

In. Order to accomplish this end, I take a straight bar, A, of any proper length, which is provided at onc 
cnd with transverse bar B, while t - C.: vid is provided with adjustable transversc bar D. I provide two 
other bars, E, longer than the bar A, to which they are attached, one upon the top, and onc upon the under 
side thereof by being pivoted at F. These bars are properly graduated, and are provided with slots, G, and 
set-screws, II, by means of which thcy are adjusted and held in place. Attached to thc ends of the bar D, and 
pivoted thcreto, arc the parallel bars I and J, whose outer sides are directly upon a linc with thc cnds of thc 

- transverse bar B. These bars II and Jare pivoted at their other ends to short arms, K, which are pivoted at 
their oppositc ends to the ends of the bars E. When the bars F are perfectly parallel with tho bar A, the outer faces of the bars II and Jare also porfectly parallel with each othor. 

In using this apparatus, thc following directions must be observed: 
First, lay the gauge down with the pivoted cnds of the levers to your right hand. 
Second, obtain the "dish” of your wheel by laying a straight-cdge across the rim, at the centre of its diamcter. 

Third, find the figure on one of the bars E that corresponds to half the height of your whcol, in the small sgale. 

Fourth, move the bar E Over from you, at the figure just found, just what your whccl dishes, and fastenit by set-screw H. 
’ Fifth, now find how much your arm tapers, by measuringit close up to thoswell and at the point. Get also 

the length from where you measured to the point. Then find the figure in the large scale representing the 
length of your arm, and at that point move the bar E back towards you, just the taper of the arm. 

Sixth, thcll you arc ready to fit up the under side of your arm, and get an accurate pitch thcreto for a plumb spoke. 

I do not claim broadly an axlogauge, such as is shown in the patent to William E. Barnberger, datcd November 15, 1859; but • 

What I claim as my invention, and desiro to sécure by Letters Patent, is 
The arms K, in an axle-gauge, constructed as hercin described and showa. 
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